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Wt learn for IR.1. Great cardiovascular exercise and social interaction
while developing hand/eye coordination. www.edgediscgolf.org/

2. Soft and safe equipment for all ages. replaces the
traditionaldodge ball which may cause injury.

3. Easy to set up with easy to follow rules. schools
can use a typical volleyball court to play.

4. Can be played indoors or outside. Good inside
alternativewhile teachingoutdoor disc sports unit.   5. Inexpensive. all you need is a Dodgebee to play! I

6. The Dodgebee can be used to teach basic disc d.
flight in a fun and easy way. wwW_he,Odi5C_C0m

7. Great for schools. clubs. youthcamps and after
school programs.

8. The Dodgebee can be used for many different
games, l.e.: Dodgebee Disc Golf. Dodgebee
Challenge 9. Dodgebee Baseball. Dodgebee Guts,
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Hero Disc USA
8560 Dahwood Dlace
Pancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
Tel: 909-900-7639
Fax: 909-574-2567

 
www.herodiscusa.com



What is a Dodgebee?
A Dodgebee is a soft washable flyingdisc made with a

nylon covered soft foam thatis firm enough to hold its
shape but still soft enough to throwand catch easily
and safely. 
Where did theDodgebee come from?
The Dodgebee disc came from a simple idea. Make a

durable but soft and safe flyingdisc for all ages that
is easy to throwand catch. The game of Dodgebee
came from searching for a creative way to use the disc.
The popular game of dodge ball was a natural choice.
Dlayers and teachers quickly learned thatthe Dodgebee
was safer and more dynamic than a traditional dodge
ball. The Dodgebee is already wildlypopular in Japan
withstudents there. Many schools use Dodgebee
regularly in theirwellness classes and the game has
been featured on television shows and even has its
own National Championship tournament thatannually
hosts thousandsof school children. 

How is Dodgebeeplayed?
The game of Dodgebee is an easy and fun game. Dlayers
use strategy, speed, and disc catching and throwing
sf2il|s.There are also many variations of Dodgebee that
involve problem solving strategies, teamworl? and active
participation. The court is io yards by 20 yards, divided in 
half. Dlayers may not cross lines or theyare disqualified
for thatgame. There should be a referee at the center
point on the side to make rulings if necessary. Outside
of the court is the outfield. There are no boundaries for
the outfield except staying on your side of the field.
Each team may have a maximum of 13 players. withboth
teams having an equal numberof players and at leasti
player in the outfield to start the game. Game duration
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is 4 minutes. with 1 minute overtimes in case of ties.
Best 2 out of 3 matches determine the winning team.
The object of the game is to eliminate all players from
the opposing team's infield court by either hitting them
directly with a throw [disc cannot touch the ground first)

or theyattempt a catch and drop the disc. Any player
who is struck» or drops the Dodgebee must leave the
infield immediatelyand move to the outside player's
area. Turnovers go directly to the opposing team. If all
players are not eliminated during the allotted time, the
team with the most players on the infield wins. A full set
of rules can be downloaded from:
www.herodiscusa._com or yvww._dogdgeb_e_eg.com

Why are theredifferent sizes 5 colors?
There are three basic sizes of Dodgebee, the 200, 235,
and the 270. The different sizes and colors are geared
for all age groups thatoffer a

variety of different throwingand
tatching opportunities.  
Where can I buy a Dodgebee?
Dodgebee equipment and lesson plans are available
through: www_.p_odgebe_e.com,y_vww.He_r_oDiscUSA.com,
and WWW__-9..C1QE_l;li5CQQU_-DE
How can I becomea Dodgebee distributor?
Contact us directly at www.Dodgebee.comor

www.HeroDiscUSA.com

How can Istart a Dodgebeeprogram at my
school/organization?
Contact the flyingdisc professionals at the Educational
Disc Crolf Experiences Drogram. www.edgediscgolf.org 


